Thorsen and McNiff
Shine for Engineers Varsity in 25-30 Win

(Continued from page one)

The weather was warm and sunny, very fine for country running. McNiff Finishes Third

Next to the fine running of Thorsen the most noteworthy exhibition was the thrilling finish by Johnny McNiff of last year’s freshman team. He was handicapped only by a shortness of breath and a spasm in his left side after running off-winning his more experienced team-mates and winning the gold medal. He and Captain Worthington were leading Brannan and Kelly of Holy Cross until about 100 yards from the finish line when both of them gave all they had in an effort to win. Both were ahead of the last man of the Dartmouth team, but McNiff, although he caught Worthington in the second half and was followed by three runners, had little trouble just a bit more strength left than the others.
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VARSITY HILL-AND-DALERS DEFEAT HOLY CROSS

Soccer Team Drops Hard Fought Game To Dartmouth at Hanover

Yearlings Prove Strong on Track In Handicap Meet

Frosh Gridsters Lose to Jumbos

Heavy and Faster Brown and Blue Team Scores at Will—Score 31-0

Walking, which always ought to be a pleasure, is a serious matter when it’s done on old-fashioned hard heels.

The jolts and bumps and shocks that it’s done on old-fashioned hard heel’s.

RUBBER GIVES AND LIFTS AND HELPS.

Especially long-wearing, deep-cutting and stylish Goodyear Wingfoot Heels. Preferred by 64% of all shoe dealers; more people walk on Wingfoot Heels than on any other kind.

Three words to the college shoe repairman, and in less wear than it takes to wind the flyver, you’re on new Goodyear Wingfoot Heels today!